There will be a baseball game between students of the Biological department and the seniors in the Department of Engineering at Tech Field, Monday, April 14th. The Biologicals have organized for the occasion under the name of "Streptococcus." As such they will attempt to convince the "Leucocytes" that baseball is distinctly a Biological phenomenon, and can therefore be understood by going through the completion of a detailed course in the Cellular Biology. The evidence of the Biologicals, under the leadership of Mr. Umpire Simmonds has positively defined to officiate on this occasion.

**NOTICES**

**FIRST YEAR.**

The gymnasium exercises in Physical Training will close this term on Thursday, April 14th. All deficiencies must be taken up within the next two weeks.

During the last week of exercises assignments will be made by Mr. Kansly for physical measurements to be plotted on the charts.

Award of Cabot Medals, based on theses reports, will be made by the Committee before the end of term.

**ALFRED R. BURTON, Chairman Faculty Committee on Physical Training**

**FIRST YEAR.**

**SHADIES AND SHADOWS.**

Exercises in this course will be held on Mondays, 9-3 and Fridays, 10-1, in Room 404. Physic Building, beginning Monday, April 4, except on May 9, when the Monday exercises will be transferred to Wednesday, May 11, at 2 P.M.

Students are requested to bring to the first exercise T-square, 45 degree triangle, scales, etc.; paper will be furnished.

WALTER HUMPHREYS, Registrar

**MILITARY SCIENCE.**

All students having a lecture in Military Science on Saturday, will report themselves to the instructor for the practice instead of reporting in 25 Lowell for the lecture.

1912.

Sophomore baseball practice at Tech Field every Wednesday, beginning Saturday, until further notice, from 3 to 5 P.M.

1913.

All men who desire to try for freshman outdoor track, report from now on at Tech Field for practice.

The Equal Suffrage Association of Boston University extends a cordial invitation to the student body of the Institute of Technology to be present at the lecture on the subject over which many members of the institute will be speaking, on the evening of April 14th, at 2 P.M. in the auditorium of the Union, where the lecture will begin at 4:15 P.M. In Jacob Sleeper Hall, east Exeter and Boynton St.

Press Taft will spend Sunday in Worcester, Mass. A parade is to be held in his honor and will be attended by Falmouth, with the 5000 school-children, cadets from military academies, and five state military companies.

**FROM A GRADUATE**

**BIOLOGY AS A PREPARATION FOR TEACHING.**

Dear Professor Woodbridge:

Since graduating from the Institute in 1902, my work as biologist, teacher, and administrator has been greatly centered on my Tech training in the Department of Biology.

For one year, as assistant in Biology in the Department, I taught Botany and Comparative Anatomy.

Then as assistant Biologist to the Massachusetts State Board of Health, involving microscopic analyses of the drinking waters of the State, my training was obtained through a course under Mr. G. M. Calkins, as far as I know, the first course of the kind given in any college.

Later I have served as instructor and professor of sanitary science at Purdue University.

In my teaching experience I have had to teach and in some degree organize classes in Bacteriology, Microscopy, Botany, General Biology, Biology of Drinking waters, Sanitary Biology, Hygiene and Sanitation.

In connection with Public Health work throughout Indiana, in lectures before teachers' institutes and farmers' institutes, in tuberculin and typhoid prevention work and so on, the special course of lectures on Sanitary Science given by myself was of inestimable value.

The co-operation between the various sanitary laboratories and the State Board of Health was of the greatest importance in the training, at the time I was at the Institute.

I always look with pride on Tech as my Alma Mater, and with innumerable grateful thoughts on the various lectures which directed me into Course VII.

Very sincerely yours,

SEVERANCE BURRAG

WRIGHT & DITSON
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